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CI 205X: Social Foundations of Education in the United States 
For Early Childhood and Elementary Education Majors 

 
 
Instructor:  Madison DeShay-Duncan         Day:  T TR 
Email:   mrdeshay@iastate.edu                               Time: 12:40 – 1:55 
Office: Lago                                                            Room: 1520 
Office Hours: By Appointment        Section:  6 
 

***Access Course Content Through ISU Black Board*** 
 
 
 

Click on the links below to skip to the section of the syllabus you want to read:  
 
 

Course Introduction 

Essential Questions 

Course Learning Goals and Objectives 

Rules of Engagement  

Course Texts 

Course Reading Schedule 

Close and Generous Reading 

Assignments 

Assignment Policies  

Grading 

Course Policies, Accommodations, and Concerns 

Citations of Course Material (running list) 
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Course Introduction 
  

 “Thinking of teaching as storytelling…encourages us to think of the curriculum as a 
collection of the great stories of our culture. […] Teachers are the tellers of our 
culture’s tales.” 

-Kieran Egan (1986), “Memory, Imagination and Learning” 
 
  

“As a multicultural society, the United States is rich with the stories of the diverse 
groups that make up this country. As a deeply racialized society, stained by 
structural racism, not all stories however are equally acknowledged, affirmed or 
valued. Many stories survive through tenacious resistance in the face of a status quo 
that marginalizes, and often silences, their telling.” 

-Lee Anne Bell and Rosemarie Roberts (2008), “The Storytelling Project” 
 
 
What ‘great stories of our culture’ did your elementary teachers pass on to you? What other storytellers 
influenced your understanding of the world while growing up– family members, friends, religious teachers, 
community elders, television and social media figures? What stories were you told about the discovery of 
America? about America and religious freedom? about pioneers and settlements– little houses on the prairie? 
about cowboys and Indians? about America as the land of opportunity or the land of milk and honey? about 
the role of technology and the Industrial Revolution? about the Civil War and the Civil Rights Movement? 
about patriotism and the American military? about human progress and the natural environment? about race, 
racism, immigration, and xenophobia? about gender expressions and roles? about love, struggle, and 
freedom? 
 
In this course, we will draw on our own autobiographies and scholarship in history, sociology, and 
psychology to critically examine the stories told in American classrooms and other educational settings about 
the world– past and present. Part of this examination will require us to identify the stories seldom 
acknowledged and told. We will set out to find and learn these stories so that we can bring them into our 
future classrooms.  
 
We will also investigate the stories told about American education. What stories have you been told about the 
purpose of school? About the history of schooling? about textbooks and curriculum? about the roles and 
responsibilities of teachers? about educational opportunities and outcomes? about “good teachers” and “bad 
teachers”?  

 
Attending to the stories in and about American education in this course will prepare you to think critically 
about the purposes of education and the politics of curriculum; the complex relationships between teachers, 
students, and families; and the roles and responsibilities of teachers. You will continue to address these 
‘essential questions’ as you progress through the Early Childhood or Elementary Teacher Education program.  
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Essential Questions of the Course 
● Who am I? Who does the world around me say I am? What sense of my cultural, political, social, 

and racial identities do I carry with me? How do these identities influence the way I experienced 
schooling? How do these identities influence the way I understand teaching, learning, children, 
families, and communities? 

● What is the primary purpose of schooling? What have educational leaders throughout American 
history argued is the primary purpose of schooling? What should the primary purpose be? Who 
should decide?  

● Can education/schooling change society for the better? Should it even try? 
● What are the roles and responsibilities of teachers both inside and outside the classroom? 

How can teachers create safe, just, and equitable learning environments? 

Course Learning Goals and Objectives 
Through reading responses, in-class discussions, and course assignments, you will have the opportunity to 
demonstrate:  

1. honest and critical reflection on your own identity development process;  
2. curiosity about the identity development of others– past and present; 
3. a desire and ability to work with others to analyze an educational issue from more than one 

perspective; 
4. recognition that history matters– our identities, the identities of others, the places we live and work, 

school curricula, and educational policies and practices all have histories that deserve close 
examination; 

5. a commitment to actively working against deficit models of students, families, and communities. 
 

The goals and objectives of this course align with Standard 9 (Professional Learning and Ethical Practice) and 
Standard 10 (Leadership and Collaboration) of the InTASC/Iowa State University Teaching Standards. The 
course content is shaped by ISU’s Educator Preparation Program Conceptual Framework (see 
http://www.education.iastate.edu/educator-preparation-resources/conceptual-framework/), especially its 
commitment to developing mutually beneficial relationships between schools, families, and communities; 
creating equitable learning opportunities; and transforming schools and society through ethical practices. 

Rules of Engagement 
This is a discussion course. A discussion course requires that participants come to class prepared to discuss 
assigned materials and the ideas, questions, confusions, revelations, and objections prompted by those 
materials. 
 
While we have designed course sections to be small, I recognize that not everyone likes to talk in whole class 
settings. As such, there will be a variety of ways to participate in discussions: walk-and-talks, small groups, 
note sharing, read-alouds, film reviews, and role plays.  
 
One final note, teaching and learning is serious work. We will be discussing challenging topics that 
should stretch you mentally, exhaust you emotionally, and rattle your ideas about the world and 

http://www.education.iastate.edu/educator-preparation-resources/conceptual-framework/
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what it means to be a teacher. We need to be cognizant that everyone enters class with varying 
perspectives grounded in their own experience.  
 
We must ALL commit to  

● listen carefully to each other; 
● question ideas not people; 
● privilege the impact of our words and actions over the intentions of our words and actions; 
● and be open to changing our ideas/perspectives/conclusions when provided with new information. 

 
In this political climate, it must also be said that ABSOLUTELY NO threatening or hate speech or 
action will be tolerated. Such speech will be cause for instructor/programmatic review as to 
repercussions.  
 

Course Materials 
The following required book is available for purchase at the Bookstore: 

● Tatum, B. (2003). Why Are All the Black Kids Sitting Together in the Cafeteria? Revised 
Edition. New York: Basic Books. 

 
Additional readings, media, and materials are available through links on the syllabus or through Blackboard. 
You will be required to bring readings to class in order to participate in class discussion. The cost of 
printing these materials will be approximately $20 if printing on campus using PaperCut. 
 
You will also need to purchase a Composition Book– this will be used as a journal for in- and out-of class 
writing prompts. 
 

Course Schedule 
Note: Teaching and learning is a fluid affair. As such, these readings and participation activities might 
change. If they do, I will alert you to the change as soon as possible. Assignments (In-Class & Take 
Home) Due Dates are highlighted in blue. 

Introduction to course and each other 
Guiding Questions: Who am I? What stories have been told about me? What stories have I been told 
about the world? 
 
Week One 
Due Tuesday, August 22  
Introductions & Review Syllabus 
 
Due Thursday, August 24  
In-Class Activity 
Discussion: September 19th Application Options  
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Week Two  
Due Tuesday, August 29 
Tatum, Why Are All the Black Kids Sitting Together in the Cafeteria, chapters 1 & 2 
 
Due Thursday, August 31 
Loewen (1996), “Handicapped by history”  
In-class film: Adichie (2009), The danger of a single story  
 
 

 
 

Introduction to key concept: Counterstories (In TASC #9) 
Guiding Questions: What are counterstories? How are counterstories used by teachers? Why do 
teachers use them? 
 
Week Three 
Due Tuesday,  September 5 

1. Yosso (2006), Critical Race Counterstories along the Chicana/Chicano Educational Pipeline, pgs. 9-11  
2. Bigelow (2008), “A people’s history, A people’s pedagogy”  
3. Excerpts of Tschida et. al (2014), “Building on windows and mirrors: Encouraging the 

disruption of ‘single stories’ through children’s literature”  
 
In Class Activity: Collective Graphic Organizer  
 
***Assignment 1 Due***  
Educational autobiography (due Tuesday, September 4 by 11:59pm via Email) 
 
Due Thursday, September 7 
In-Class Activity: The Single Story & Children’s Literature  
 

 

Unit 1: Weeks 4-6 
 
Counterstory #1: What happened here?  
Guiding Questions: What happened here (in Iowa)? What have we been taught about this place? How 
can we learn counterstories through place? How might we use place in our future teaching?   
 
Week Four: Background/Iowa History Content 
 
Due Tuesday, September 12 
Hayden, The Power of Place: Urban Landscapes as Public History, pgs. 2-13 
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Jortner, “The Empty Continent: Cartography, Pedagogy, and Native American History”?? 
 
Due for Thursday, September 14 
Excerpts of Foster (2004), Indians of Iowa  
 “Iowa and the Underground Railroad”  
 
In Class: Collective Graphic Organizer  
 
Week Five: Application 
Due Tuesday, September 19 
 
Option 1: Field Trip to Willkie House Centennial Celebration Program/Edmonds School (Des Moines)  
Or  
Interview Activity: Education & Community: Experiences of African Americans in Iowa (then and now) - (Due via 
email by September 19th, 1:55pm) 
 
Due Thursday, September 21 
“Early Migration to Iowa,” “The Mexican Revolution and World War I,” “The Great Depression,” 
Migration is Beautiful 
 
In Class: Collective Graphic Organizer  
 
Week Six: Application 
 
Due Tuesday, September 26 
Hayden, The Power of Place: Urban Landscapes as Public History, pgs. 188-209 
Pelo, “A pedagogy for ecology” 
 
Due Thursday, September 28 (Guest Instructor)  
 
Complete “The big here” quiz in your journal  
 
Assignment Due: Assessment  
Iowa Counterstory map project (due by 11:59pm Thursday, September 29 via Email) 
 

 

Unit 2: Weeks 7-10  (InTASC #4 & InTASC #9) 
 
Counterstory #2: What has been the role of educational justice movements on schooling? 
Guiding Questions: How has schooling fit into national debates and movements about democracy, 
citizenship, immigration, and American/global identity?  
 
Week Seven: Societal Ideologies & the Power of Stereotypes?  
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Due Tuesday, October 3 
 
Societal Ideologies & The Power of Stereotypes 
Films: TBD  
                  
Journal Reflections  
In Class: Collective Graphic Organizer  
 
Due Thursday, October 5  
 
Education Justice Movements Pt. 1: What Were They Fighting For?? 
 

• Tonatiuh (2014), Sylvia Mendez and Her Family’s Fight for Desegregation  
• Brown v. Board of Education of Education of Topeka (1954/1955) 
• Martin Luther King Jr. (1963), “Why we can’t wait” 
• In Class Film: Lost in History: Alexander Clark  

 
Journal Reflections  
In Class: Collective Graphic Organizer  
 
Week Eight: Education Justice Movements Pt. 2: Progression or Regression 
 
Due Tuesday, October 10:  
Reading: Minow (2004), “The surprising legacies of Brown” 
Media: NYT (2014), “The battle for busing” 
 
In-Class Activity: TBD 
 
Due Thursday, October 12 
Media: Luis Moll (2009), “Mobilizing culture, language, and educational practices: 
Fulfilling the Promises of Mendez and Brown,” The Sixth Annual Brown lecture in 
Educational Research. 
 
In Class Activity: TBD 
 
Choose Topics/Resource Links for Discussion due by 11:59pm via Email. 
 
Week Nine: Understanding Injustice is Not Black & White – Societal Ideologies, Stereotypes & ‘isms 
in other Contexts 
 
Due Tuesday, October 17 
Glickhouse (2017), “What we know– and don’t know– about hate crimes in America” 
Rousseau and Dixson (2006), “The first day of school: A CRT story” 
  
Due Thursday, October 19 
In-Class film: TBD 
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In Class Activity: TBD 
 
 
Week Ten: Current SocioPolitical Events and Education Justice 
 
Due Tuesday, October 23 
What’s on Your Mind: Teacher Candidates Lead Discussions Pt. 1 
 
Due Thursday, October 25 
What’s on Your Mind: Teacher Candidates Lead Discussions Pt. 2 
 
Assessment  
 
Analytic response, Do we need a new educational justice movement? Why/why not? (due Thursday 
11:59pm October 25, via Email) 
 

 

 
Unit 3: Weeks 11-15 
Counterstory #3: What ‘good’ teachers see and do 
Guiding Questions:  
 
Week Eleven: Understand schools as sites of identity development 
 
Due Tuesday, October 31 
Excerpts of Yosso (2005), “Whose culture has capital? A critical race theory discussion of community 
cultural wealth” 
Ayers (2010), To Teach: The Journey, in comics, pgs. 13-32 
In Class Activity: TBD  
 
Due Thursday, November 2 Flipped Classroom (No In Class Meeting)  
Tatum, Why Are All the Black Kids Sitting Together in the Cafeteria?, chapters 3-5 
Reflection Statement Due by 1:55pm via email (QTBD) 
 
Week Twelve: Understand schools as sites of identity development (con’t) 
Due Tuesday, November 7 
Tatum, Why Are All the Black Kids Sitting Together in the Cafeteria?, chapters 6 & 7 
In Class Activity: TBD  
 
Thursday, November 9 
Tatum, Why Are All the Black Kids Sitting Together in the Cafeteria?, chapters 8 & 9 
In Class Activity: TBD  
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Week Thirteen: Understand schools as sites of identity development (con’t) 
Due Tuesday, November 14 
Tatum, Why Are All the Black Kids Sitting Together in the Cafeteria?, chapter 10 
 
Due Thursday, November 16 
Pascoe (2013), “Notes on a sociology of bullying: Young men’s homophobia as socialization” 
In-Class Films (TBD) 
 
Assessment  
Tatum Quiz (complete by Friday, November 17 on Blackboard) 

 

THANKSGIVING BREAK! 
Enjoy family and friends during the break! Notice the stories you tell and the stories you 
hear. 

 

Week Fourteen: Take a stand alongside targeted students, families, communities 
Tuesday, November 28 
Butchart, “Courage in the classroom: When teachers faced violence or worse for their activism and 
advocacy on behalf of black freedom”  
 
Due Thursday, November 30 
No Readings 
In-Class Activity: TBD 
 
Week Fifteen: Wrapping up 
Due Tuesday, December 5 
Counterstory presentations                                                                                                                        
Due Thursday, December 8 
Counterstory presentations                                                                                                      
 
Counterstory Papers due via Email by Sunday 11:59pm December 3 

 

Finals Week! 
 
Course artifact due by 11:59pm Tuesday, December 12 via Email 
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Close and Generous Reading 
“Close reading” is an approach to reading any genre of text. As you read, imagine sitting in 
conversation with the author. Interrupt her/him as the conversation proceeds. Write your questions 
in the margins of the text. What does the author want you to understand in a particular passage? What 
concepts, ideas, passages do you not understand? Did the author make you think about something 
you had never thought about? Do you disagree with a statement or argument? Star it; put an 
exclamation point by it! 
  
“Generous reading” requires that you show the author some compassion, even if you do not share 
her/his experience, political or social belief systems, and/or understandings of the world. Every 
author that we read has something to say and it is our job as readers and students to first try to 
understand what s/he is saying and why. 
 
To help you read closely and generously, you will use your Composition Book to respond to 
reading prompts given by your instructor. Readings prompts might include: graphic 
organizers, reflection questions, or text analysis. These journal entries will also help you 
organize your thinking so that you can share your ideas, questions, and understandings with 
others during class.  
 
 

Assignments 
In addition to the journal entries, there are six assignments for the course that are used as 
assessments. 
The assignments vary in form– an autobiographical essay, an analytic essay, a short-form quiz, a 
curricular project, and a culminating course artifact paper. There are no exams or in-class quizzes for 
this course. 
 

1. Educational autobiography (due Monday, September 4 via Email) |Link to course 
learning goal 1 
Using Tatum (2003), Loewen (1996), and Adichie (2009) as guides, write an autobiographical 
essay that addresses the following three dimensions: 
 

● Personal identity: Who am I? Which parts of your identity capture your attention 
first? Why?  

● Educational experience and identity: What messages did you receive about your 
social group identities in your early schooling experiences? Did you have teachers 
that shared aspects of your identity? What impact do you think that had on your 
academic and identity learning? Did the curriculum (textbooks, read aloud books, 
posters on the wall, etc.) reflect aspects of your identity? What impact do you think 
that had? If you don’t remember your early schooling experiences, why do you think 
that is? 

● Single stories: In your early years, were ‘single stories’ ever told about you? Were 
‘single stories’ ever told about other social groups (e.g. people of different faiths, 
genders, races, economic backgrounds, sexual orientations)? What impact do you 
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think that had on your academic and identity learning? 
 

 Details: 1.5-2 page narrative paper, double-spaced, Times New Roman, 12 pt. font  
 

2.     Iowa counterstory map project (due Thursday 11:59pm, September 28 via Email) 
|Link to course learning goal 3 and 4 

 
Working individually or in pairs, create an Iowa map that tells a story about the role or 
experience of people of color, indigenous peoples, and/or women in the area. You can use  
materials from the course, outside materials, or a combination. 

 
In a paragraph or two (~200 words), describe your map and what you think it illuminates about Iowa 
that PK-6 students need to learn. 
 

3. Analytic response, Do we need a new educational justice movement? (due Thursday 
11:59pm, October 26, via Email) | Link to course learning goal 3, 4, and 5 
For this assignment, you will do the following: 
● First, find at least two media of your choice (e.g. newspaper/magazine article, 

television/online news segment, blog) to describe a contemporary social or 
educational issue 

● Second, draw on at least two course texts to answer the question: to what extent is 
your social/educational issue new? 

● Finally, respond to the question: do we need a new educational justice movement to 
address your social/educational issue? If yes, what would such a movement look 
like– what would such a movement do? What role, if any, should teachers play in 
such a movement? If no, how should this social/educational issue be addressed? 
What would that solution look like?  What role, if any, should teachers play in such a 
movement?  

 
4.     Tatum Quiz (complete by Friday, November 17 on Blackboard)|Link to course 
learning goal 2 and 5 

 
5.     Culminating Counterstory project (presentations during Week 15; papers due 

December 7, 11:59pm via Email) | Link to course learning goal 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
Individually or in pairs, you will create one of the following:  
 

● A review of a children’s book or curriculum lesson that illuminates a counterstory– a 
“people’s history”– of a particular time and place in American history.  
 

● A design and rationale for a new monument (i.e. statue, plaque, park, memorial 
highway, etc.) that honors a counterstory in American/Iowa history. The monument 
could celebrate an individual, a group of people, an event, or a moral vision. The 
proposed monument must place the experience of marginalized groups (e.g non-
Europeans, women, people of color, labor, LGBTQI) at the center.  
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6.     Course Artifact: Due December 12th, 11:59pm via Email| Link to course learning goal 
3 and 5 

 
Over the course of the semester we have studied multiple aspects of the relationship  
between school and society and the foundations of education in the U.S. In order to  
reflect on course material and your future path to becoming a licensed public school  
teacher, you will  write an essay addressing the following two questions. 
  

a) What do you see as your responsibilities as a teacher to students, the communities in 
which they live, and the learning community (fellow teachers, administrators, staff, 
school district, etc.) in which you work? Be sure to explain why. 

 
b)  What issues in the foundations of education do you recognize a need to develop a 

deeper understanding of as you continue down the path of becoming a teacher? Be 
sure to explain why. 

  
Specs: 2.5-3 pages; single-spaced; 11 or 12 point font (Times New Roman or  
Garamond), 1 inch margins; at least five references to relevant class readings  
(citation in APA)   

 

Assignment Policies 
When assigned, responses to reading prompts are due the following class session. I will 
randomly collect Composition Books at least four times during the semester.  
 
The educational autobiography, Iowa counterstory map project, the analytic response to 
Barber, and the culminating counterstory project will be submitted via BlackBoard and will 
be counted late after midnight on the due date. One point will be subtracted for each day late. 
 
The Reading Quiz on BlackBoard will close one minute before class begins. There will be no 
exceptions. 
 
The Course Artifact will be due on a specified date during Finals Week. One point will be 
subtracted for each day late. 

Grading 
1.     Participation and Reading Responses                                             25 points 
Participation requires attendance and the completion of reading prompts. Composition Books will be collected randomly 
during the semester and reading responses will be assessed. 
 
2.     Educational Autobiography                                                              10 points                             
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3.   Iowa counterstory map project                                                          10 points 
 
4.   Analytic response to Barber                                                               10 points 
 
5.   Reading Quiz                                                                                       5 points 
 
6.   Culminating counterstory project                                                     15 points 
 
7.   Course Artifact                                                                                    20 points 
 

 

Course Policies, Accommodations, and Concerns 
 
Absences 
You are responsible for your absences. If you miss a class, check with a colleague about the content 
you missed and any reading prompts assigned. Everyone receives two free absences. However, if you 
miss more than 7 total classes you will NOT pass the course. If you are not in class you cannot 
participate in class discussions, which are central to the course. 
  
Academic Dishonesty 
The class will follow Iowa State University’s policy on academic dishonesty. Anyone suspected of 
academic dishonesty will be reported to the Dean of Students Office. 
http://www.dso.iastate.edu/ja/academic/misconduct.html 
  
  
Disability Accommodation 
Iowa State University complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act and Sect 504 of the 
Rehabilitation Act. If you have a disability and anticipate needing accommodations in this course, 
please contact me to set up a meeting within the first two weeks of the semester or as soon as you 
become aware of your need. Before meeting with me, you will need to obtain a SAAR form with 
recommendations for accommodations from the Disability Resources Office, located in Room 1076 
on the main floor of the Student Services Building. Their telephone number is 515-294-7220 or email 
disabilityresources@iastate.edu. Retroactive requests for accommodations will not be honored. 
  
  
Religious Accommodation 
If an academic or work requirement conflicts with your religious practices and/or observances, you 
may request reasonable accommodations. Your request must be in writing, and I will review the 
request. You or I may also seek assistance from the Dean of Students Office or the Office of Equal 
Opportunity and Compliance. 
  
  
Harassment and Discrimination 
Iowa State University strives to maintain our campus as a place of work and study for faculty, staff, 
and students that is free of all forms of prohibited discrimination and harassment based upon race, 
ethnicity, sex (including sexual assault), pregnancy, color, religion, national origin, physical or mental 
disability, age, marital status, sexual orientation, gender identity, genetic information, or status as a 

http://www.dso.iastate.edu/ja/academic/misconduct.html
http://new.dso.iastate.edu/dr/student
http://new.dso.iastate.edu/dr/student
http://new.dso.iastate.edu/
http://new.dso.iastate.edu/
http://www.hrs.iastate.edu/hrs/node/269
http://www.hrs.iastate.edu/hrs/node/269
http://www.hrs.iastate.edu/hrs/node/269
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U.S. veteran. Any student who has concerns about such behavior should contact his/her instructor, 
Student Assistance at 515-294-1020 or email dso-sas@iastate.edu, or the Office of Equal Opportunity 
and Compliance at 515-294-7612. 
  
  
Dead Week 
This class follows the Iowa State University Dead Week policy as noted in section 10.6.4 of the 
Faculty Handbook http://www.provost.iastate.edu/resources/faculty-handbook. 
  
  
Addressing Course Concerns 
If you experience any of the problems noted above or have any concerns about the course, please 
speak with me as soon as possible. If you are uncomfortable speaking with me, for any reason, please 
contact the course supervisor, Dr. Michael Bowman (mwbowman@iastate.edu). If you are 
uncomfortable approaching Dr. Bowman, please contact Heidi Doellinger, Director of Educator 
Preparation (hldoell@iastate.edu). 
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